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Student’s sudden death shakes Sacred Heart community
Dana Maltese
Assistant Editor
There is a quietness throughout campus as tragedy
has hit close to home this past week. Freshman Will Cadogan was found dead in his dorm room late afternoon on
Thursday, Oct. 18 after suffering from unknown causes.
He was 19-years-old and lived in the Business Living
Learning Community on the fifth floor of Roncolli Hall.
Police are currently investigating the direct cause of
death but do not feel it is suspicious. Cadogan had no pre
viously known heart defects.
Although he was an undeclared major he got a jump
start on his career at Sacred Heart while attending the busi
ness pre-fall program called "Mind Your Business".
Despite his short tenure here at Sacred Heart Uni
versity, news of his untimely death spread to hundreds of
students over the course of three hours and merited over
750 students to attend a prayer service in his honor at the
Chapel of the Holy Spirit. Father Jerry and Dr. David Cop
pola, Vice President of Strategic Plaiming, led the service
and reflection while President Petillo read a poem titled
“Death is nothing at all,” by Heiuy Scott Holland, to the
community.
The church pews and vestibule of the chapel were
packed with students grieving over this loss for the commimity and remained silent throughout the service. Af
terwards, everyone congregated outside on the quad and
stood in a circle, holding lit candles and offering prayers.
Regardless of his short time on campus as a new Pio
neer, the student body showed their support for a fallen
“I was surprised at the extent of students who showed
up, given the short notice and lack of a name having been
provided.” said Dean Wielk, Dean of students. “It was a
tribute to him and the community.”
Other officials were not shocked by the number of
students that packed the chapel to help each other grieve.
“Sacred Heart has always been a close community
and everyone was affected by this tragedy," said Funda
Alp, executive director of public relations.

Madeline Murcott
Staff Reporter

Over 750 students congregate in the chapel to pray and remember Will.
Junior Kimberly Woodruff was privileged to get to
know Cadogan as his orientation leader this past June.
"Even though I came across many incoming freshro MverTver’'S6pp^ to 5^ a conversation with him,
you could tell that he had a strong, genuine heart."
President Petillo offered reassuring words to the community on his blog.
It s unfortunate that it so often takes a tragedy to remind us of what we have,” said Petillo. “But as we grieve
the terrible loss of one who left us much too soon, we have
also been reminded that we are a loving, giving and supportive community. I thank each and every one of you for

your support and comfort.”
Cadogan graduated from Lincoln-Sudberry High
School. During his high school years, Cadogan was active
in the community and volunteered at a local soup kitchen
close to home. He was an avid hiker and skateboarder,
"The past few days have been filled with great confusion and sadness, but I know in my heart that my perception of Will can never change," said Woodruff. "To me, he
was a handsome, courageous young man who had a bright
future here at Sacred Heart and nothing can alter that."
This article was contributed to by chief copy editor
Samantha Malachowski

News across the world

Felix Baumgarter Skydives 24.2 miles
ROSWELL, N.M. (AP)
Austrian daredevil Felix Baumgart
ner became the first person ever to break
the sound barrier.
Baumgartner accomplished this feat
by free falling from the top of the earth’s
stratosphere, 24.2 miles above sea level
on Sunday, October 14th.
It is anticipated that he also broke the
records for highest jump from a platform,
the longest freefall without a parachute
and the highest vertical velocity.
It took five years of preparation for
Baumgartner, including the design of

his spacesuit, to survive the fall.
The design of his spacesuit was im
perative to keep him alive, specifically to
prevent his blood from vaporizing when
he stepped out into the stratosphere.
He was lifted to the top of the strato
sphere in a small capsule attached to a
large helium balloon.
Baumgartner said “When I was
standing there on top of the world, you
become so humble, you do not think
about breaking records anymore. The
only thing you want is you want to come
back alive.”

Pakistani Girl Shot
ISLAMABAD (AP)
The shooting of 14-year-old edu
cational activist Malala Yousafzai of
Pakistan by members of the Taliban has
sparked international outrage as well as
overwhelming support for the young
schoolgirl.
Members of the Taliban climbed
onto her school bus and shot her in the
head for promoting the education of girls.
In order to give Yousafazai the best
medical care possible she was put on a
medical jet and sent to a hospital in Bir
mingham, England to undergo treatment.

In order to make sure the Taliban
would not succeed in their promise to
shoot her again and kill her, she was se
cretly driven in the early morning sur
rounded by undercover security to the
airport and taken to Birmingham where
she is currently being treated.
“This is an attack to silence courage
through a bullet,” Kamila Hayat, a se
nior official of the Human Rights Com
mission of Pakistan, said. “These are the
forces who want to take us to the dark
ages.”

Syrian Holiday Cease-Fire
UNITED NATIONS (AP)
United Nations and Arab league officials are hop
ing for a cease-fire agreement in Syria. This will at least
temporarily suspend the fighting that has been occur
ring for over 19 months and would allow citizens to
honor the Muslim holiday Id al-Adha.
Muslims all throughout the Middle East and
worldwide begin to celebrate this holiday on Oct. 26
which is in remembrance of Abraham who was willing
to show obedience to God by offering to sacrifice his

own son.
Officials are also hoping that the cease-fire will al
low for a more political stability and allow for a more
democratic political process.
Syrian president Bashar al-Assad and those fight
ing against him have yet to agree to any negotiations or
cease-fire whatsoever.
According to Anti-Regime activists and the United
Nations, and estimated 33,000 people have been killed
since the uprising started in March 2011.
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Class 2016 elects
new board

Nursing Director receives
prestigious award
Caitlin Feeney
Staff Reporter
The Connecticut Nurses As
sociation or CNA has awarded Sa
cred Heart University Director of
Undergraduate Nursing, Kathleen
Fries, one of their highest honors.
At the CNA’s annual awards
ceremony on Thursday, Oct. 18,
Fries received The Josephine A.
Dolan Award for Outstanding
Contributions to Nursing Educa
tion.
According to the Conn. Nurs
es Association, the Josephine A.
Dolan Award “recognizes innova
tions and achievements in areas
which may include, but not nec
essarily limited to: improving the
quality of the educational experi
ence; enhancing the learning envi
ronment; conceiving new analyti
cal approaches to subject matter;
strengthening faculty; clarifying
and enlarging nursing education’s
role in society.”
“I am honored to be nomi
nated by nurse educator peers and
then to receive the award, was an
even bigger blessing for me,” said
Fries. “I am proud to work among
dedicated nurse educators and ex
pert nursing clinicians. As a team,
we provide teaching activities that

“Doctor Fries is very passion
ate about her work which shows
through her teaching,” said Junior
Jennifer O’Rouke. “She also has
a unique style of teaching that al
lows and keeps all of her students
engaged in the lesson.”
Kathleen Fries’ degrees and
certifications include: Ph.D., at
the University of Conn., M.S.N.,
at Sacred Heart University, and
B.S.N., at Seton Hall University.
She also has specialty and training
as a Certified Child Birth Educator
and Lactation Consultant.
Fries is very passionate about
teaching and hopes her students

will continue to learn more.
“I hope my students take
away a passion for life-long learn
ing and a desire to be the very best
nursing professional they can be,”
said Fries. “I ho{)e that my students
are active thinkers in class and use
their clinical experiences to further
their classroom learning.”
Fries knows what it takes for
a student to be successful.
“Attributes that promote
student success include: organi
zation, commitment to personal
health, and valuing learning from
each other. Many times a student
peer will raise an insightful ques
tion that another peer can answer.
■^gaHahoration begilia 'catty oir iir*
Sacred Heart Nursing and benefits
caJly relevant.”
Many students supported the students, patients, and their fami
lies,” said Fries.
nomination.

Andrea Coronis
News Editor
On Wednesday, Oct. 17, polls opened at 8
a.m. for the class of 2016 to vote on the freshmen
Student Government board. The polls closed at 4
p.m., and shortly after the results were released.
From 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., students from the se
nior, junior, and sophomore boards sat outside of
Seton, Merton, and Roncalli Hall, as well as Haw
ley Lounge with computers to allow freshmen to
vote.
“We set up tables in Roncalli with a computer
for freshmen to vote,” said junior board member,
Alexa Oberle. “We also had speeches of the can
didates printed out and were giving away t-shirts
when people voted.”
In the election, 577 freshmen voted and 13
students ran for office. The students elected were:
Chloe Smith - President, Sawyer Butto - Vice
President, Rachel Claroni - Secretary, and the
Senate members are Ayesha Nomani, Brianna
Grills, Dierdre Scheafer, and Alissa Watts.
Prior to voting, students running for positions
were allowed to campaign. Newly elected class
president, Chloe Smith, went about campaigning
in a very productive way.
“1 hung the traditional posters and flyers, but
it was meeting the students that made it exciting,”
said Smith. “1 went door to door to all the fresh
man dorms with candy bars and cookies. It was
great getting a chance to speak to everyone and 1
figured food is always a good conversation start
er!”

James. “They all seem extremely enthusiastic and
full of ideas to unfiy their class.”
On Friday, Oct. 20, all of Student Govern
ment and the new elected board came together for
the Leadership Seminar in the Pitt Board Room.
The Student Government E-Board put togeth
er a series of bonding activities for the boards to
get acquainted with one another as well as leam
different methods of handling situations.
“The Executive Board worked as a team to
lead activities related to communication, work
ing as a team, balance, and how to treat those you
work with,” said James.
Members who participated thought the activi
ties were informative and helpful to their board.
One of the activities was having members sit back
to back and explain to the other an image they had
to draw.
“The drawing activity really made me think
of how hard it is to accomplish a task without be
ing able to ask for help from my peers,” said se
nior class Vice President, Torkel Knutson. “I wont
take for granted the ease of cotmnunication my
board has formed.”
The activities were both engaging and edu
cational and were meant to be applied with real
life situations during their time in Student Govern
ment.
“It was a great balance between learning and
fun,” said James.
The new board is excited to get started with
their term for this year.
“I am honored to be a representative to be a
member on this board,” said Smith. “I will use this
opportunity to not just have a seat at the table but
to have an active voice for my class and SHU.”

pleased with how everything turned out on Elec
tion Day.
“1 am very excited about the new board,” said
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Perspectives
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How are you a supportive partner?

Top: The Spectrum/Maddy Murcott, Bottom: The Spectrum/Elizabeth Mastrocola
Fall flavored items offered at local stores and in the Ryan- Matura Library.

Fall flavors spice up SHU
Donald Hinton
StaffReporter
The smell of pumpkin pie, cinnamon
and peppermint can only mean one thing:
the craze for fall season flavors has begun.
The recent fall flavor trend has spread
to popular products like coffee and dough
nuts and even to potato chips. According to
New York Magazine, “pumpkin is the new
bacon.”
The increase in fall flavored foods has
gained a lot of attention from Sacred Heart
University students.
Many Sacred Heart students have em
braced this fall food trend.
“It’s great,” said senior Kimberly Nania. “I just get so excited about the new fla
vors.”
Most students like the fact that the
food on campus has included fall flavors in

Sunday, DcTaBER ZBth
1 ;00 P.fvf.
Week #8
$185*00 per person
Section 334
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and &atioh tpjSnsfit the CIFaiisn Heroes
Foundadon,
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“I think it’s really awesome. I love
to bake a lot so it’s great to bake pumpkin
stuff in the fall,” said senior Sujatha Heme.
While many students delight in the
new flavors, there are also many other stu
dents who aren’t impressed by them.
“I really love the fall, just not the fla
vors,” said senior Felicia Carlini. “I get
why people like the fall flavors. I’m just
not a fan of the pumpkin craze and stuff.”
A down side to pumpkin flavored
items is the high sugar content in these
popular drinks and snacks.
Although many students might like
pumpkin flavored soda some, think that
the change in season makes companies go
overboard.
“They always overdue holidays,” said
Carlini.’T like how they hype it up, but
they take it away so quickly so it’s just too
limited.”
Some of the new items offered in
the pumpkin and apple cider varieties are
strange but surprisingly have been widely
received.
“It definitely gets you in the fall mood
with all the cool flavors and new products,
but it can also drag out the season of fall,”
said Nick Liquori.
However, other students feel that the
food on campus have included fall flavors
without being over bearing.
“They’ve done a good job finding a.
middle ground,” said Nania.
Having a balance of some items to
choose from is a nice way of welcoming
fall to campus and reminds students that
the holidays are approaching.
“I don’t feel it’s too extreme,” said
Heme. “They don’t try and do too much
and it blends in the seasonal spirit people
get.”
Whether fall flavors are something
you look forward to when the seasons
change or you’d rather pass on the sugary
concoctions to carve a pumpkin, fall is of
ficially here.

Adam
Andexler

Amy
Nunes

He said

She said
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Perhaps one of my favorite things
about being a couple is that you get to
share in each other’s lives. You get to
share experiences and adopt common
interests, as well as try new things that
your partner is interested in.
Sharing interests is truly something
that has helped my relationship with my
girlfriend grow quickly.
Although we share many interests
like tennis, she has her own interests
just as I have mine.
The only real issue we have ever
had with each other’s interests is her in
volvement in Greek Life.
In the begiiming, I was indiffer
ent to her involvement. Because our
relationship was new, I did not want to
cause problems by telling her that I was
beginning to dislike her involvement in
her sorority.
A few months in, as our relation
ship and the situation with the sorority
progressed, I thought it was necessary
to voice my opinion about how I felt the
sorority was holding her back as both a
person and a student.
Initially she brushed off my con
cerns, telling me that I didn’t know what
I was talking about. She believed that

According to the ten commandments
of relationships I would say that coming
in a close second to thou shall not kill is
thou shcill be supportive. It kind of goes
without saying, but for all the socially
unaware and insensitive folk, I will
elaborate.
Disclaimer: If you want to be THAT
overbearing boyfriend/girlfriend that
doesn’t let their significant other partici
pate in anything that doesn’t involve you
then stop reading immediately. Please
draw your attention to a large portion of
humble pie paired with a side of get the
hell out of here. No really, get out.
Johnny is a runner. He comes from
a family of very talented runners, thus
lives and breathes running. He attends
Columbia University where he was
recruited to run.
I am his biggest fan. The way he
talks about miming is beautiful, poetic
even. You can feel his passion when he
speaks about it. Going into my relation
ship with Johnny in high school, I was
unknowledgeable of everything track.
Over the years I’ve learned and
can honestly call myself a track fan. I
became knowledgeable because I care.

best friends in the raTO^^raTNobody
cared about her as much as they did.
As her boyfriend, I tried to help her
when she experienced problems with
finding her own click within the sister
hood. I gave her my opinion on what she
should do because I wanted to see her
happy.
Suddenly, my rumblings about how
the sorority life wasn’t for her started to
make sense.
I don’t mean to make blanket state
ments, but I feel as though the whole
sorority lifestyle is both overrated and
counterproductive. In whole, it should
have been a wonderful thing.
However, in order to miss any
meeting or activity she needed written
permission from one of the higher-ups
in the sorority. This sounds ridiculous to
me.
No other non-sports group on cam
pus executes this kind of unprecedented
control.
What angered me the most was
how they chose who she socialized with
by assigning mandatory “sister dates”
where she must hang out with a certain
group of girls whenever the sorority
tells her to.
Luckily, she has seen that the soror
ity life is not for her and she is currently
in the process of disassociation from
them.
She has cut back on their activities.
Her grades have begun to rise, she has
begun to hang out with people outside
the sorority who share the same values
as she does, and overall she is a happier
person.
Although being supportive of one
another is important to me I thought it
would be better to tell her my honest
feelings rather than lie about how I felt.
Telling the truth in a relationship
trumps any other rule.

himself in everything he does, especially
running. Sure it takes up a lot of his time
and it’s hard for us to visit each other
because our seasons overlap but we
survive.
Trust me, 1 am not a robot. I do miss
him when I’m not with him but you have
to look at things in perspective and be
selfless.
People are often too selfish in
relationships. Complaining about your
relationship on Facebook and how you
have not seen your girlfriend/boyfriend
in over 3 hours is a little obsessive. Give
me a break. I mean if you aren’t support
ive of your significant other’s passions at
least get some of your own.
I wouldn’t want to date a non-motivated bum who wasn’t passionate about
anything. I would take an involved, busy,
passionate person over an uninvolved,
uninhibited one any day.
Johnny and I are both in cdllege
doing the things that we love and are
passionate about.
The key to a successful relationship
is to let each other grow and thrive in
each other’s passions. By listening and
being supportive, a stronger relationship
will grow simultaneously.
So, if you don’t like or are uninter
ested in your significant other’s passions,
my advice is to hop off the complaint
train, stop tweeting about it. Ask ques
tions. You are their cheerleader. Cel
ebrate their accomplishments and hard
work.
Oscar Wilde said, “Never love
anybody who treats you like you’re
ordinary.” He is a good man. I agree with
his quote because the fact everyone has
unique talents and passions that they will
undoubtedly pursue.
As a significant other, or a decent
human being for that matter, support of
these passions is essential.

What Tm attracted to the most
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Unfriending political differences
Tiffani Lynch
Staff Reporter
With the election rapidly approaching,
politics could be playing a role in argu
ments with friends via social networking
websites.
Sacred Heart University students are
finding online postings irritating and dis
tracting.
“It’s so annoying. I don’t care about
people’s opinions on politics,’’ said junior
senator Alexa Oberle.
Many students agree that posting po
litical views on the Internet is troublesome.
“Voicing your opinion on Facebook is
asking to start problems,” said sophomore
senator Chelsea Corbo.
Junior Taylor Macchiarelli said,
“Voting is private.” She along with other
students feel as if Facebook is a place for
opinion but not your political opinion.
With the upcoming election, there has
been an increasing amount of political com
ments posted online. Students are frustrat
ed with the volume of status updates about
the election that their peers are publishing.
“Not everyone is going to agree with
you. Things like that should be kept to
yourself or discussed in person. When
people are really opinionated about it, it
does not end well,” said graduate student
Samantha Stokes.
Discussing politics in any case is
viewed as rude by most students.
“Politics [can be] such a touchy subject
in general to discuss,” said Corbo. “Putting
it on Facebook opens it up to 500+ ‘friends’
that you have that are allowed to comment
on it with a free range of opinions that may
not even make sense.”
Students also have an opinion on dis
cussing politics.
“1 think half the people who post

statuses about politics don’t even actually
vote,” said junior Brianna Lauria. “They
just need something to complain about.”
According to today.com, 16 percent of
people who utilize social networking sites
have followed or friended someone because
they have the same political opinions.
“It’s not going to change anyone’s
opinion,” said Oberle. “If I’m voting for a
certain candidate and I see someone posted
something about the opposing candidate
on the Internet, it’s not going to change my
decision.”
While some students do not find
Internet postings helpful or useful, other
students do.
“I think it gets an idea in your head
that you might not have thought of before,”
said sophomore Sarah Collins.
CNN.com said Twitter reported that
10.3 million tweets were posted during the
first presidential debate. This makes the
debate the most popular U.S. political event
on Twitter.
“During the debate my news feed was
packed with political statuses,” said Col
lins. “If you feel that strongly about it, you
should post all the time - not just during the
debate.”
According to CNN.com about one-fifth
of people confess to defriending, hiding,
or blocking someone on social media over
political postings.
“If they’re constantly putting up a
status, I would just defriend them,” said
Oberle.
Today.com reported that a recent
survey conducted showed that 18 percent
of people on social networking sites have
defriended, blocked, or hidden someone
because of political postings.
“I would defriend people because of a
political status. People delete other people
over spelling words-wrong," said Cc»bo. ' -
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New internet trend
invades privacy
Students stay cautious of 'Creepshots'
Samantha Brunetto
Staff Reporter

Club Sports
Jaclyn Giuliano
Contributing Writer
Club sports are very popular here
at Sacred Heart. They are perfect for
anyone who wants to continue compet
ing in a certain sport after high school
without the jam packed schedule of
being at the varsity level.
They are more competitive and
are a step up from intramurals, which
is beneficial and enjoyable for certain
athletes because club teams are able to
travel for games and compete in tourna
ments.
There are many club sports for
males and females here at SHU. Some
include: rugby, baseball, softball and
tennis. I participate in women’s club
basketball, and this will be my third
year playing.
Being a member of this team
has really enhanced my experience at
Sacred Heart since it has allowed me
to meet new people,while continuing
to play at a competitive level, without
having to practice six days a week. We
practice two to three nights a week,
and play about once or twice a month.
We travel to games at other universities

most of the time, and they are tourna
ment style, which means we play up to
three or four games a weekend.
My two favorite tournaments we
participate in are the Yale tournament
and the tournament at Boston Univer
sity. Yale is a lot of fun because we play
teams from the area such as Yale and
UNH. The tournament at Boston Uni
versity is really cool because club teams
from all over the country participate and
we play a ton of games. The champion
of this tournament gets to go to an even
bigger tournament somewhere down
south, which gives us a lot of incentive
to try and win.
The men’s club basketball team
participates in this tournament as well,
which is nice because both teams are
there to support each other. Last year
we held a few games at Sacred Heart.
My team really appreciated being
able to play in front of our family and
friends at our home cotut. If you are
someone who loves playing sports and
being apart of a team, then club sports is
definitely for you.
We take it pretty seriously yet we
make sure we enjoy ourselves because
that is what being on a team is all about.

You’re in class and you bend down
to pick up a pencil - snap.
Be careful, someone might be tak
ing a photo of you and posting it to sites
like Reddit and Tumblr without your
knowledge or consent.
“The way technology is these days
you have to be careful once a photo is
up on the Internet. It’s up for good even
if you take it down,” said senior Bren
dan Guerrin.
But what if you had no idea that
these pictures were on the Internet - or
even taken for that matter?
Photos that are taken without a
person’s knowledge that are usually of
them doing something embarrassing are
being posted on Reddit and Tumblr are
known as “CreepShots.”
According to huffingtonpost.
com, they are photos devoted to taking
pictures of women without them being
aware.
According to dailymail.co.uk,
“most shots focus on the buttocks or
breasts of non-consenting women going
about their daily lives - and users admit
that at least 40 percent of the images are
of underage girls.”
There really is not a way to know
if you have been a victim of a “creepshot.”
“I have actually taken a few of my
rooimnate while she’s sleeping,” said
junior Jaclyn Carabott. “But, I’ll always
send them to her when she wakes up

and she does the same for me - it’s not
something that either of us would ever
think to put on the Internet or exploit.”
Many Sacred Heart students hold
different opinions on “CreepShots.”
For junior Jackie Brandt they are a
total invasion of privacy.
“It is not right to take and post
a picture of someone without their
knowledge,” said Brandt. “Knowing
that these types of sites exist is alarming
to me; these sites should not be allowed
to post pictures of someone against their
knowledge or will.”
Some measures are being takeiuto
eliminate “CreepShots” on the Internet,
according to huffingtonpost.com.
The website said, “At this time,
the sub-Reddit CreepShots has been
banned, as has an alternate subReddit,
Creepy Shots.”
Some students don’t the matter as
serious.
“Sometimes I think they are taken
as a joke,” said Carabott. “I think they
are taken so lightly because often times
it is people’s friends who are taking
these pictures and they aren’t taking
them in a malicious maimer.”
Currently the problem cannot be
resolved because it is considered legal.
“Unfortunately there’s not much
that can be done,” said junior Elise Lo
renz. “Just as long as my photo doesn’t
end up on there.”

Editorials
A neurosurgeon’s ascent into Heaven
Mark Podesta
Asst. News Editor
Envision yourself as a neurosurgeon, one of the best
in your field. You have a wife, two kids, both boys, have
worked at some of the most prestigious hospitals and clin
ics in the United States, and teach medical school classes
at Harvard. Sounds a tad bit like a fantasy, right?
Imagine yourself waking up one morning terminally
ill, and several hours later, diagnosed with meningitis. A
rare case of meningitis bom from a bacterium known as E.
coli, and it is attacking the cortex of your brain. Sounds a
tad bit less like a fantasy and more like a nightmare now.
For Dr. Eben Alexander, both of the afore mentioned
scenarios were and still are realities for him.
Alexander was diagnosed with meningitis in the fall
of 2008 and spent seven days in a coma from the bacte
ria attacking his cortex, the physical “conscience” of the
brain.
Knowing himself that the chances of surviving the
meningitis was extremely low, Alexander was almost
positive he would not last very long.
However, after seven days spent in a coma, he woke
up and told his colleagues, friends and family, he had
visited “Heaven.”
Alexander stated, “There is no scientific explanation
for the fact that while my body lay in a coma, my mind—
my conscious, inner self—was alive and well.”
Newsweek had an excerpt of his book. Proof of
Heaven, in its Oct. 15 edition, where the neurosurgeon

tells the story of his ascent into a world like none other,
where he found himself “higher than the clouds—immea
surably higher,” with “flocks of transparent, shimmering
beings arched across the sky, leaving long, streamer like
lines behind them.”
The excerpt of his book continues to tell the story of
his experience, and he explains explicitly, that the experi
ence was absolutely not due to strange brain function.
The meningitis that was attacking his cortex actually
shut down the function of his brain, leaving it incapable
of producing any dream-like scenarios while in the coma.
Traditional scientists will attack his idea and tell him
it was some strange phenomenon that can be explained
through the regular functions of the brain, was the reason
behind his experience.
Alexander, however, knows with absolute certainty
that this will not, and cannot be explained with traditional
science.
This experience has given him insight, purpose, and
has changed his life. In a line from his book Alexander
says, “Not only is the universe defined by unity, it is
also—I now know—defined by love...I’m still a doc
tor, and still a man of science every bit as much as I was
before I had my experience. But on a deep level I’m very
different from the person I was before, because I have
caught a glimpse of this emerging picture of reality.”
Believing in the notion of a soul, and the divine, I
myself have thought about the existence of a “heaven,”
but have given it little thought until now. A life after
death, where the conscience still exists, and flourishes, is
profound and awe-inspiring.

To believe in a world separate from our own, yet
strangely attached to the individuals that inhabit it is,
frankly, absurd, but in all of its absurdity, truly moving.
Without personally experiencing the odyssey that
Alexander had, it is hard to give much thought to his
account, and extremely hard to accept it as well.
However, with the world moving toward such a
scientific and technologically advanced era of humanity
and the world becoming an increasingly smaller place, it
is imperative that we not lose the hope that there is some
kind of magic left in this world.
If a universe of transcendence, and wonder truly
exists within our world, then magic still exists.
Furthermore, if magic truly exists, then our world still
has meaning and hidden beauty within every inch of it and
a light transfixed on the good in our world.
The light found in magic, belief, and spirituality
guides humanity toward the marvels of love and happi
ness that can be found in our universe.
To quote J.K. Rowling’s character Dumbledore from
the highly successful Harry Potter Series, “Happiness can
be found in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to
turn on the light.”
A great deal can be learned from Alexander’s experi
ence, both on a personal, spiritual, and existential level.
After just reading three pages of his book, there has been
a profoimd impact on my own thoughts and beliefs.
The world that Alexander details is otherworldly but
real, and the positivity that radiates from the pages will
make an impact on every individual’s daily life in our
world.
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My personal experience with special
needs children and adults ranges from a class
room, to summer camp, to friendship. In all of
my experiences, I treat them the way I would
treat any other student, camper, or friend.
I have shared many special moments with
disabled people and have come to realize that
they cherish normal interactions. There is no
action or language I would ever use to make
them feel like they are not good enough.
In the summer, I volunteer as a coun
selor at an overnight camp for all types of
disabilities and ages. The experience has
taught me many things, including the value
of dignity. The goal of each day is to have
fun, of course, but to always keep in mind
the dignity of the camper with special needs.
This means encouraging their self-esteem
and making sure they feel accepted, worthy,
and confident. Unfortunately, many people
degrade people with disabilities without even
realizing it.
Using the word “retarded” to describe a
person who did something funny or consumed
too much alcohol is not only offensive; it is
downright wrong. You never know who you
are affecting with your words.
Anyone around you could have a family
member or friend with a mental or physical
disability. A person with special needs often
hears the “R” word used in school halls and
public places. The pain and humiliation this
person may feel when they hear this word is
unimaginable.
A disabled person wants nothing more
than to feel normal and welcome in their envi
ronment. Everyone was bom with the gifts
they were given. It is up to every individual
to use these gifts to their full potential. Any
disabled person could tell you that capitaliz
ing on their strengths is what makes them feel
whole. The “R” word immediately offends
them and excludes them from feeling worthy,
proud, or even “okay” with the way they are.
Just think about the insecurities you are

dealing with about your own body, intelli
gence, orpehSMialifY'CW attirily lasis. Wbar
you hear those traits being talked about,
bashed, or laughed at, it may be hard to
recover any self-esteem.
This is why the “R” word needs to stay
out of our mouths. It doesn’t make you sound
any better by putting someone else down
when they can’t do anything about it.
Expand your vocabulary.
Use other words to describe something
hilarious or unexpected your friend did this
weekend.
Don’t put others at the expense of your
humor.
Sacred Heart has supported campaigns
to end the use of the “R” word, like Spread
the Word to End the Word. A pledge for this
campaign is a promise to stop the derogatory
use of the “R” word and to go a step further,
include and accept people with disabilities.
Another offensive word that is widely
used is “gay.” Phrases like “that’s so gay”
or “stop being so gay about it” can be heard
all around. There have been campaigns sup
ported by celebrities to stop the use of gay to
mean stupid, such as Think B4 You Speak.
Saying “that’s so gay” is very offensive
and may affect someone more than you think.
Teenagers who struggle to find their sex
ual identity are susceptible to bullying terms
like these. You may not realize it, but you are
being a bully and could be harming someone
from being able to express themselves. In
commercials for the Think B4 You Speak
campaign, Wanda Sykes says, “When you say
‘that’s so gay,’ do you realize what you say?
Knock it off.” It’s as simple as that.
Stop accepting this offensive phrase from
yourself and others around you. Make a
change in yourself and others will follow:
that’s how things change for the better.
The solution is easy: just don’t say it. I
ask all of my friends not to say these things
and with my team alone, there are 21 people
who care more about personal dignity than a
good laugh.

Features
May the ‘stache be with SHU
Amy Nunes
Staff Reporter
Sacred Heart University will be sprouting some interesting facial hair on its male
students this November. The Students In Free Enterprise (SIFE) are in the midst of
hosting a campus-wide fundraiser for prostate and testicular cancer known as Mustache
November or Movember.
Senior Benjamin Pryzby recruited many to aide in the beginning of this campus
wide initiative. Working alongside Graduate Assistant Olivia Kiraly, who united with
SIFE and its president Brian Reilly, Pryzby began a Movember branch at Sacred Heart.
Since the first few weeks of school this semester, they have been orgaiuzing this fund
raiser.
This past week, the trio asked Sacred Heart organizations, teams, students, and
faculty to register with their group or individually as participants in the Movember and
fundraising aspects.
These registered “Mo Bros” and “Mo Sistas” will have access to a range of events
on campus throughout the month of November. Mo Bros are asked to start off clean
shaven at the beginning of the month and then continue to grow out their mustaches and
only their mustaches for the duration of Movember.
Essentially, they are informing people about an unpleasant disease in a fun and
tangible way by becoming walking billboards for the cause.
Following suit with the Movember movement. Sacred Heart will be hosting its own
Movember with a calendar full of events. The kick off event on Nov. 1 will enable each
registered member to a number of special events. Raffles will be held daily, as well as a
Movember games at the end of the month.
Individually, and as teams, the Sacred Heart community will work to raise aware
ness.
“I thought it would be a fun experience especially since I haven’t done Movember
before. I can grow some mean facial hair and it’s for a great cause,” said Junior Bren
dan Finnigan.
For many on campus, their reason for involvement is on a more personal level.
Pryzby explained that a few years ago his father was diagnosed with prostate cancer.
“Seeing my father go through the mental and physical struggle of dealing with this
obviously stuck a chord within myself, and I wanted to help in any way that I could, for
him, and any other man. When I heard about the Movember movement, I was ecstatic

that there was a fundraiser in support of men’s health issues that was so fun and easy to
get involved in,” said Pryzby.
Sacred Heart athletes, in particular, are advocates for Movember. As Division I
teams, their leadership helps with the momentum of the entire movement on campus.
The men’s lacrosse team is fully invested.
“We are participating collectively as a team. We are trying to grow out our mus
taches to spread awareness in a unified way. You know every little mustache helps, ”
s^d junior Alec Dvoretsky.
Pryzby and team have high hopes for the organization and its possible growth op
portunities at Sacred Heart.
“We are so amped about the success we have enjoyed thus far, and are even more
excited about the levels we can take the project to next year!” said Pryzby.
To register or find information on how Sacred Heart does Movember go to: http://
kiralyo. wix .com/movember_shu.
You can also “Like” Sacred Heart’s Movember page on Facebook to get updates on
all upcoming Movember information at: https://www.facebook.com/SHUMovember

San Fransisco pitcher Brian Wilson during game 6 of the NLCS shows off his impressive mustache and beard.

University’s laptop
program fails to impress
Samantha larusso
Staff Reporter

school her freshman year, and because she nev
er received the upgrade for her laptop she was
unable to purchase, the Final Cut Pro X for a
discount because hers was too outdated.
“I think it’s important for all media stud
ies students to have access to the best technol
ogy available that we use in the media studies
department. For media students especially, that
means a MacBook pro, external hard drive and
the various software we use in the program
should be accessible to them.” said Professor
Joseph Alicastro.
Since every student is recommended to
have a laptop. Sacred Heart still lets you pur
chase a laptop through the school but is it not
included in the tuition. Incoming students now
have a choice of a Lenovo, Apple MacBook or
a Dell computer.
Although the laptop program has been dis
continued, Sacred Heart did not do away with
their software program. Students can continue
to download Microsoft word. Power Point and
Adobe to their laptops, through the university’s
website for no additional charges.

Sacred Heart University’s class of 2013
was the last group of students to experience the
laptop program. This program entailed students
being able to choose between a Lenovo or Ap
ple MacBook and the cost would be included
into their tuition.
Also under the program, after sophomore
year, students would receive an upgrade for a
newer laptop. Sacred Heart did away with this
program in 2010.
Since the university changed the laptop
program, the class of 2013 did not receive the
computer upgrade that the program guaranteed,
as previous classes did.
“I was really aggravated when I found out
that we weren’t getting the Apple MacBook
Pros our junior year. In our contract we re
ceived freshman year they said we would get
another laptop just like all the years before did,”
said senior Brittany D’Adamo.
If Sacred Heart had upgraded the laptops
for the class of 2013 then the students would
be able to have all of the software they needed
accessible to them on their laptop.
“They should have waited for our class to
get the upgrade to the MacBook Pros then stop
the program completely, rather than us only
getting half the deal,” said senior Victor Nieto.
The media studies department just recently
had an offer where students could purchase the
Final Cut Pro X laptop, for only $165 rather
than the $300 it would cost you at the Apple
store.
Li^ Panzarino, a senior and media studies
major, TOticized this offer saying that she was
unable to purchase the Final Cut Pro X laptop at
the discounted price.
Various laptop options for Sacred Heart students.
Panzarino received her laptop through the

leading the
way on campus
Lauren Rodrigues
Staff Reporter
Upperclassman Residential
Success Assistants or RSA’s, have
expressed a magnitude of insight re
garding their passion and reasoning in
involvement with Residential Life at
Sacred Heart University, specifically
inside freshman dorms.
“As an upperclassmen RSA, I
have the opportunity to get to know
the freshmen. I can tell that they look
up to me for advice and as a big sister
type role model,” said junior Chelsea
Feola.
Being in charge of Seton Hall’s
fifth floor, her connections with the
students have both inspired and
enhanced her enrollment at Sacred
Heart. Getting involved and coimected within the Sacred Heart Commu
nity can be two important aspects in
strengthening a college experience.
“Being an RSA helped improve
my experience at Sacred Heart. It
allowed me to open up to new people
that I wouldn’t normally open up to.”
said Feola.
One of the most important jobs
of an RSA is to aid in the transition
freshman undergo during their first
year in college.
RSA and junior Megan Pathoomvanh applied for the position with the
full intention of giving back to other
students during this transitional time.
“What made me personally
interested in becoming a RSA is
»
the impact my own RSA had on me
my freshman year at Sacred Heart.
Freshman year first semester, I wasn’t

involved in anything, but upon getting
to know my RSA, I started to get in
volved my second semester. My RSA
being there for me within my transi
tion, inspired me to help others with
their transition.” said Pathoomvanh.
Aside from the many duties and
responsibilities that the Resident
Success Assistants have to fresh
men, there is fun involved in the job
for them. The students that make up
Sacred Heart’s RSA staff have created
both friendships and close bonds with
each other.
“I love my staff, I didn’t know
anyone prior to my RSA position,
but together we have become great
friends and created strong friend
ships.” said Pathoomvanh.
The positive experience that
RSA’s reveal is an environment that
keeps students reapplying for the
position.
Senior Cole Campbell has been
an RSA for the past three years,
two of which he has spent in Seton
Hall.
“Freshman year can be a very
stressful time for a lot of students and
as an RSA I can be a positive influ
ence and resource for my residents.
That feeling keeps me coming back
each year,” said Campbell.
Applications for a Resident
Success Assistant position can be
obtained through the Residential Life
portion of the university’s website.
Positions for the spring semester are
usually limited, however applications
are available in the spring semester
for a vast number of positions for the
following academic year.
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Colder Weather Fashion at SHU
As the temperature drops and the leaves fall, students style changes
Johanna Ovsenek
A&E Editor

Jaclyn Fee, Senior
Holly Johnson, Sophomore
“My look is almost all from
Forever 21 or borrowed from
^my xoomrnates. I wanted to be
comfortable but not look lazy ”

Paul Eisele, Freshman
“I’m wearing BCBG pants and a
D Brand shirt. I like to be c

“I got most of my outfit
from Ooh La La, I had
to go to a college fair
to dress up
a bit.”

Georgio Scalone, Junior
“My whole outfit is from Macy’s, I just got some new clothes
from there so I wanted to wear
^
* them.”

Movie Reel: Ben AfPec/ds ARGO
Laura Hardt
Assistant News Editor
Ben Affleck’s third directorial outing “Argo” is part political thriller,
part dark satire, expertly crafted to make a compelling and tense film.
“Argo” is easily one of the best pictures of the year thus far, and
surely an Oscar contender.
After the critical and popular successes of “Gone Baby Gone” and
“The Town,” Affleck has proven for a third consecutive time that he has
considerable talent as a director. “Argo” is, quite simply, his most mature
and impressive film to date.
“Argo” recounts the harrowing story of the unbelievable and outland
ish rescue attempt of the CIA to bring home six American foreign service
workers who escaped the storming of the American Embassy in Iran on
Nov. 4,1979. These individuals take refuge in the home of the Canadian
AP Photo
Ben Affleck not only stars in his new movie, but produced it, as well.
ambassador, fearful for their lives.
Under the direction of CIA member and specialist Tony Mendez, the
government puts into motion plans to extract the six using the guise of a
look that resembles archival news footage. This highlights the historical
film crew sent to Iran to scout locations for an upcoming science fiction
nature of the picture, and creates a sense of urgency and intensity.
picture, named “Argo”.
The only fault of the picture, surprisingly, comes from the perfor
“Argo” slowly crafts a mounting sense of terror and dread of almost
mance of Affleck himself. Affleck often comes across as flat and one
unbearable intensity. Tension-filled moments of quiet contemplation and
dimensional on screen, making the character somewhat uninteresting.
fear-induced rage of the American service workers, coupled with the
“Argo” is a riveting and tense thriller filled with clever, powerful
mounting threat of the rebellion, work to create suspense and fear.
writing and exceptional performances.
The harsh terror of scenes in Iran and the CIA are compared to Holly
Directed with an impressive attention to visual and stylistic detail and
wood in the 1970’s. Lightheartedness is brought to “Argo” through these
a careful hand, Affleck has truly proven his profound abilities behind the
sequences, anchored by excellent performances from Alan Arkin and
camera.
John Goodman.
Stylistically, “Argo” is stunningly shot - blending traditional camera
movements and filters with a handheld and distressed
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TLC shows leading the pack in reality television
Honey Boo Boo has higher ratings than the Presidential Debates
Kathleen Perzanowski
Staff Reporter
What do two conjoined twins, a family with 19 kids,
a seven-year-old pageant contestant, and Amish people
living in New York City have in common? They all have
their own television show on TLC.
The television network TLC is home to 35 different
shows, all which are reality based. These popular shows
include “Here Comes Honey Boo Boo,” “Long Island
Medium,” and “Breaking Amish.” Many of them are on
the rise, even beating out political coverage in ratings.
Even with their growing popularity, some Sacred
Heart University students can’t seem to catch onto the
trend.
“I find them ridiculous,” said freshman Ben Ketcham. “I think they’re popular because they catch
Honey Boo Boo’s crazy character has the ratings on TLC skyrocketing.
people’s attention, but they’re odd.”
According to Nielsen’s overnight ratings, “Here
such as, “A dolla makes me holla.”
article, some of the cast members have married, divorced,
Comes Honey Boo Boo” managed to beat Fox News’
Although she hasn’t been able to bring herself to
have children, and one cast member reportedly left the
coverage of the Republican National Convention back in
faith years ago.
'
f
watch the show yet, media studies professor Sally Ross
Aug., drawing in 2.9 million viewers compared to Fox’s
said, “watching something like ‘Honey Boo Boo’ is im
A Facebook page titled “Breaking Amish the Truth”
1.2 million.
portant for understanding the current media climate.”
was created to “provide a respectful forum to document
The show follows the seven-year-old pageant star
Another popular, but controversial TLC show is
misleading aspects of TLC’s ‘Breaking Amish’ and pass
Alana Thompson, also known as Honey Boo Boo Child,
“Breaking Amish,” where four Amish people and one
on accurate information about Amish and Meiinonites.”
and her family. Viewers get an inside look into the lives
Mennonite leave their homes in the country side to expe
The page contains question and answer segments
of the Thompson household, from Alana’s birthday party
rience New York City.
from general questions about the Amislx, to questions
to celebrating Christmas in July.
“It’sa weird but entertaining show,” said senior Lora specified to certain cast members, but is not affiliated
“It’s really funny in a terrible way,” said senior
Streett. “The acting style reminds me of MTV shows.”
with TLC .
Brooke Perlee. “I feel embarrassed for the family, they
According to the show’s description on TLC.com,
“Within the first 30 seconds of the first episode, I
are so blissfully unaware of how ignorant they are.”
“Breaking Amish provides a never-before-seen look
knew something wasn’t right,” said Streett.
The show debuted early in August and recently
inside the lives of young men and women as they, for the
Whether the shows are real, fake or incredibly exag
finished off its first season on Wednesday, Sept. 26. Some first time, trade horse and buggy with taxi cabs to break
gerated. Sacred Heart students still love to watch TLC’s
news sources are claiming that its just an exploit. Ac
popular shows.
out from their respective Amish/Mennonite communities
cording to an article by NY Daily News, “Alana gives an
in their pursuit to chase big dreams in the Big Apple.”
“My roommate and I started looking up the show to
impression that she is in on the jokg?^^
'^*^^^‘***’ However, a CBS affiliate, WHP-TV, from Harris
see how real it was and found that the show wasn’t what
The sassy pageant queen knows how to work an au
burg, Pa. has revealed articles and court records claiming
it claimed to be, however I still enjoy watching it,” said
dience, wagging her finger and saying her catch phrases.
Street.
that the show is false or exaggerated. According to the
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MUMFORD
&
SONS
JeffDaley reviews the new album, Babel”
Jeff Daley
Assistant A&E Editor
When I think of fall music, there is one
band that comes to mind and it happens to be
“Mumford and Sons.” Not only because their
new album “Babel” premiered Sept. 24 but also
because their style is perfect for the season.
According to The Chicago Tribune, “‘Ba
bel’ sold 96,000 copies in its third week and
remains at the top of the Billboard 200 album
chart.”
The new album from the folk-rock quartet
bears heavy resemblance to their last album
“Sigh No More.” However, this album seems
as if Mumford breathed new life into it.
With more live, energetic sounds on this
album, “Babel’s” songs will have you tapping
your foot while the steady sound of the percus
sion keeps a steady amd catchy beat.

Lead singer Marcus Mumford’s strong voice
is complemented by fast paced strumming on
the banjo and soft melodic sounds of the acous
tic guitar.
“Babel” has a biblical style to the poetic
lyrics sung by Mumford and remains consistent
throughout the album.
Songs that I particularly enjoy are the
Title track “Babel,” “I Will Wait,” and “Below
My Feet.” The smart heartfelt lyrics sung by
Mumford provide the listeners with a genuine .
feeling of the many aspects of relationships and
life.
I did not find anything wrong with this
album. I thought that it had the perfect dose of
energy and found all of the songs to be catchy.
“Babel” may be this year’s best album and is
the epitome of fall music.
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Women’s Soccer

Field Hockey

The women’s soccer team defeated Robert Morris Colonials in a crucial
NEC victory on Sunday Oct. 21, 1-0. The game honored the seniors of the
team during a pre-game ceremony. Sophomore midfielder Kristin Verrette
scored the only goal of the game in the first half off an assist by freshman
midfielder Jacquelyn Roth. Senior goalkeeper Sydney Judkins completed
her third shutout of the season. The Pioneers controlled the whole game
with 11 shots. The team’s record improves to 4-3-1 in the NEC and 7-8-1
overall. The Pioneers travel to Quinnipiac on Tuesday for their next NEC
game at 2 p.m.

The Sacred Heart women’s field hockey team lost on Friday Oct. 19 to
St. Francis (PA) 2-1 in overtime. R-Freshman Liz Bergman scored the
only goal of the game with an assist by junior Stephanie Frye in the sec
ond half. Making eight saves in the game was freshman Mary Altepeter.
On Sunday Oct. 21, the Pioneers faced Robert Morris and fell 2-1.
Senior Lindsay Kasten scored the only goal for Sacred Heart at the end
of the second quarter unassisted. The Pioneers take on Bryant University
this Friday Oct. 26 at campus field and travel to compete against Siena
College on Sunday Oct. 28.

Pioneers duked in Pittsburgh
Dan Otzel

Following the efficient disposal of
Dartmouth College of the Ivy League on
Oct. 13, the Sacred Heart University foot
ball team’s schedule took a familiar turn.
Beginning on Saturday, the Sacred Heart
Pioneers five-game stretch run consisted
of only Northeast Conference opponents.
However, Duquesne University
proved to be quite inhospitable to the con
ference-returning warriors of Sacred Heart;
and, in front of a packed house at Arthur J.
Rooney Athletic Field in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
the Duquesne Dukes handed the Pioneers
a 35-3 loss.
Coming off a career-high of 138
rushing yards against Dartmouth, Sacred
Heart sophomore running back Keshaudas
Spence was held to 69 yards on 17 carries
while the Duquesne defense limited the
Pioneer offense to just 215 total yards, one

“We held him in check,” said Sacred
Heart head coach Mark Nofri. “For the
leading rusher in the conference, to hold
him to 90 yards, I was pleased with that.”
Also, the Pioneers plus-two takeaway
margin was erased, as they turned the ball
over three times. Junior linebacker Justin
Sexton recorded Sacred Heart’s only turn
over when he grabbed his team-high third
interception on the Dukes’ first drive of the
game.
Sexton, who is 18th in the country in
tackles, also chipped in five tackles and a
sack.
After Sexton’s pick, both teams were
quiet until the beginning of the second quar
ter. 2:45 into the second frame, Duquesne
senior quarterback Sean Patterson capped
an eight play, 51-yard drive with a 14-yard
touchdown run for a 7-0 lead.
Patterson accounted for all five
Duquesne touchdowns, three on the
ground and two through the air, and 208 of
his team’s 355 yards of total offense.

in the other 'side oT the ball, the
Sacred Heart defense, ranked second in the
NEC heading into the game, surrendered
355 yards of total offense, including 199
yards on the ground. Duquesne senior run
ning back Larry McCoy, the 12th leading
rusher in the nation, contributed 93 yards
on 22 rushes.

longest drive of the afternoon stalled on
the one. Sacred Heart r-sophomore kicker
Chris Rogers nailed an 18-yard field goal,
cutting the Duquesne lead to 7-3 with 48
seconds left.
That would be more than enough time
for Patterson.

Sports Editor

the Pioneers got on the board after their

With seven ticks left, Patterson hit
junior wide receiver Gianni Carter with
a 44-yard touchdown strike, putting the
exclamation point on a 34-second, five
play drive and giving the Dukes a 14-3
halftime advantage.
“We were on the one^yard line with
fourth down and it was 7-0,” said Nofri. “I
thought if I can get the points and go into
half at 7-3, with them getting the ball in
the second half, we’d have some momen
tum and be only down one score. But,
unfortunately...one of our comers blew a
coverage...and [Patterson] threw a bomb
over his head to score. That killed us.”
The next 30 minutes would quickly
miravel into unwelcomed repetition for the
Pioneers, as they were shutout out in the
second half for the third time this season.
“Offensively,” said Rogers, “we just
need to gain momentum and keep roll
ing with it. That’s what we were able
to do against Central Connecticut and
Dartmouth. I think if we can continue with
that mentality, scoring will be no prob
lem.”
Following a 23-yard miss from Rogers
on the first Sacred Heart possession of the
second half, it was all Duquesne.
Patterson rashed for touchdowns on
the next two Duquesne possessions, from
15 yards and 44 yards out respectively,
giving the Dukes a comfortable 28-3 lead.

Patterson finished the scoring midway
through the fourth quarter when he hit
Carter again, this time from 12-yards out,
for the 35-3 final.
Carter, the Dukes leading receiver,
finished with four catches for 86 yards.
“I don’t think our kids.. .played up to
their potential,” said Nofri. “I told them all
that fmstrates me - if you don’t play up
to your potential. I don’t think we played
as hard as we played throughout the year.
I think that the score doesn’t do justice of
how we are compared to them.”
Defensively for Duquesne, junior
linebacker Dorian Bell terrorized the
Pioneers all day. Bell left the field with 14
tackles, five tackles for loss, four sacks,
and a forced fumble. He also intercepted
Sacred Heart r-junior quarterback Tim
Little in the first quarter, one of two Little
picks.
Little finished 15-27 for 111 yards, his
first 100-yard passing game in a month.
Sophomore defensive tackle Troy
Moore led the Pioneers with nine tackles.
The loss drops Sacred Heart to 2-5
overall and 1-3 in the NEC, tied with
Robert Morris and Central Connecticut
State for last place.
“I think we have just as much poten
tial as we did last season,” said Rogers.
“It’s just a matter of finishing games the
way that we know we can.”

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY
SPORTS MEDICINE &
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a division of Integrated Rehabilitation Services, LLC

Combatting "Tablet Neck"
It may see silly to some, but a phenomenon best described as “Tabiet
Neck” has evoived aiong with our dependency on technoiogy. Get the
facts on “Tabiet Neck.”
• According to CNN Money, tablet use may be as high as 80 million
users in the US alone by 2015
• Researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health have studied
whether using a tablet in different configurations causes neck strain
• Results in a preliminary study showed that placing a tablet on
the lap created the creates neck strain
• Prolonged poor postures may also contribute to headaches

Preventing symptoms:
• Prop up your tablet so that the screen is angled for better reading
when watching movies or reading for longer periods
• Consider a tablet case with a built in keyboard which also props up
your tablet like this Folio Case from ZAGG
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Pioneers salvage weekend with a win
Amanda Sialiano
Assistant Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart University women’s volleyball
team dropped two of their last three matches.
On Thursday, Sacred Heart fell in three sets to in
state rival Central Connecticut State University.
In the first set, the Blue Devils held the lead from
begiiming to end. With the score in CCSU’s favor at
24-19, Pioneer senior Megan Pulone snapped off a fourpoint service run, cutting the lead to 24-23.
Senior Elise Sage added three consecutive kills dur
ing this streak. Despite their efforts. Sacred Heart fell to
CCSU 25-23.
“What hurt us the most in our loss to CCSU was our
inability to play together as one unit,” said assistant coach
Kinnmee Roleder. “In set one, we did a good job of creat
ing the action with 16 kills, but in sets two and three, we
weren’t able to create that same action.”
The second set followed the same pattern, with
CCSU taking the lead from Jhe very beginning. Thp_
Pioneers were unable to outdo the Blue Devils due to
service and attack errors and fell 25-16.
The third set resulted in a 25-10 loss for the Pioneers
because of multiple offensive errors.
Despite the loss, leading the match were Sacred Heart
freshmen Allison Riggs and Karly Shockey with 10 kills
each. Pioneer sophomore Alissa Young led the team with
a .353 hitting percentage, adding eight kills in 17 attempts.
On Saturday, the Pioneers were swept by LIU
Brooklyn, 3-0, at the Pitt Center.
In the match, the Pioneers committed more errors
(27) than kills (22).
The first and second set followed the same pattern,
with LIU Brooklyn leading by as many as 13 points. The
Blackbirds took both sets, 25-11.
“Our passing struggled against LIU, making it dif
ficult to give our hitters rhythmic sets,” said Roleder. “It
is difficult to pinpoint one reason as to our hitting error
number, as points are generated through three different
ball contacts. So, we have to get better at everything; pass
ing, setting, and hitting.”

The third set was close and Sacred Heart tied it at 10
on a kill by Sage. The Blackbirds brought on the heat with
when sophomore setter Vera DJuric delivered a five-point
service streak, allowing LIU to keep take the lead and the
set, 25-15.
“Both CCSU and LIU are good teams that are not to
be taken lightly,” said Shockey. “Unfortunately, our team
didn’t really show up and give much of a fight. When we
take a passive approach to the game or start to get fran
tic too early in the game; that is when things start going
downhill.”
On Sunday, the Pioneers snagged a win against St.
Francis (NY), 3-1.
Sage lead the match with a .667 hitting percentage
and 11 kills with only one error. Junior Dianis Mercado
and senior Johanna Ovsenek also delivered 11 kills for the
match, but Young led all players with 12.
Sacred Heart started the first set in the lead, but the
Terriers quickly gained momentum; tying the score at
16, 17, 18, and 21. With a five-point service run by the
Terriers and an attack error by Sacred Heart, St. Francis

overall for the season.
“We do need to win the rest of our games to have any
chance for the playoffs,” said Shockey. “But, our team
needs to approach every game with focus and calmness,
since I already believe we hold most of the necessary
skills.”
During the week, the Pioneers will continue to work
hard in practice to produce wins in their upcoming games.
“Right now our focus is going to be aggressive serv
ing, attacking, and blocking,” said Roleder. “We want to
put pressure on the other side with our serving and attack
ing, but also want to be able to defend them at the net with
aggression to allow our back row the best opportunity to
dig their attacks. These three skills are things we can con
trol; we control how tough we serve, we control how we
attack the ball, and we control how we put our hands over
the net to block.”

In ffle ajwmri
sectmd c,sdt, with the score tied at 3, the Pioneers
Tnffio
were able to go on a 7-1 run. The momentum carried
Sacred Heart to a 25-12 win. They hit .433 for the set and
delivered 16 kills.
“We focused on putting up a solid block against St.
Francis [NY],” said Roleder. “We didn’t have a very good
defensive game the night before with LIU and put much
importance on our discipline at the net. We did a good Job
of having two blockers on every set, which allowed us to
play good defense in the back row.”
In the third set. Sacred Heart started off strong, but the
Terriers fought back to tie it twice. Despite St. Francis’
efforts to take charge, the Pioneers were able to claim the
set, 25-16.
The fourth set was competitive, featuring five ties.
With the scored tied at 16, Sage delivered a four-point ser
vice streak for the Pioneers, giving them the momentum
they needed to take the set, 25-23, and the match, 3-1.
The Pioneers are back in action Saturday against
Bryant at home and Sunday at Fairleigh Dickinson.
Sacred Heart is currently 5-6 in the NEC and 7-18
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Pioneers fall 3-4 in NEC
Alana Miller
Assistant Sports Editor

The Sacred Heart University men’s soccer team split the weekend by beating Bryant
at home and being shutout at Central Connecticut State.
On Friday night, the Pioneers bested the Bryant Bulldogs in the final five minutes
of the game, winning 2-1.
“It was very important to win at home,” said Sacred Heart head coach Joe Barroso,
“and, also, to keep us in the playoff race.”
The Bulldogs took an early lead in the 37th minute with a goal from jimior Tony
Flaim.
The 1-0 advantage held up through the first half despite multiple shots from Sacred
Heart seniors Marcello Castro and Justin Brewer.
It wasn’t until the 62nd minute that Castro scored the tying goal.
For his sixth goal of the season, Castro sent a header into the back of the net off an
assist from senior Simon Harrsen.
Bryant took multiple shots after Castro’s goal, but Sacred Heart freshman goal
keeper Tucker Hackett stopped three shots in the second half. He finished with six saves.
“The game on Friday was so important and needed,” said Hackett. “We fought well
as a team to come from behind to win.”

With five minutes left in the game, the Pioneers took the lead on the game-winning
goal from junior Omer Levy, assisted by sophomore Giancarlo Maurello.
“We came from 1-0 down in the first half to score two goals in the second half,”
said Barroso, “which shows the character of this team.”
On Sunday, the Pioneers fell short on the road against the Central Connecticut State
Blue Devils, 2-0.
The Blue Devils took the lead just before the half when sophomore Stephen
Walmsley scored off the second consecutive rebound off Hackett.
In the 68th minute, the Blue Devils sealed the victory with a goal from senior Reece
Wilson.
Sacred Heart took six shots in the game, with only one on goal from Harrsen.
Regardless of the five saves from Hackett, the Pioneers were unable to answer the Blue
Devils on the board.
“We know we will need more wins in order to make the playoffs,” said Hackett.
“For our next two games we have been training hard and we are extremely focused.”
Sacred Heart returns to action Sunday with a 1 p.m. match against St. Francis (NY)
on Campus Field. It is the final regular season home game for the Pioneers and the men’s
soccer class of 2013 will be honored with a pregame ceremony.
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Mike and Mike in the Evening
Greeny and Golic Come to SHU
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Shelby Vaccaro
Staff Reporter
“If we stood next to each other,” said Mike Greenberg in his first ever sentence to
Mike Golic, “we would be the number 10.”
That sentence kick-started the current 13 year run of “Mike and Mike in the
Morning” on ESPN Radio and helped bring them to the Edgerton Center on Oct. 16 as
part of Sacred Heart University’s Student Affairs Lecture Series.
The two became a pair in 1999 after Tony Bruno left ESPN Radio, leaving Golic
as a solo radio host. After auditioning a myriad of potential replacements, ESPN Radio
selected Greenberg to co-host with Golic, as their personalities complimented each
other and their chemistry registered with listeners.
Golic is a nine-year veteran of the National Football League. After graduating
from the University of Notre Dame in 1985, he was drafted by the Houston Oilers
—\a.ter t\\at year. Go4ic^s career as a defensive tack
Eagles and Miami Dolphins. He took a job with ESPN in 1995, two years after he
hung up his spikes. Golic easily and glowingly talks about his three children, a daugh
ter and two sons who currently play football at Notre Dame, his alma mater.
Greenberg’s story is glaringly different. A native New Yorker, who had season
tickets to the New York Jets and the New Jersey Nets, Greenberg graduated from
Northwestern University in 1989. After college, he worked in Chicago for several years
as a sports anchor, sports reporter, and radio host. He joined ESPN in 1996.
As anticipation preceded their arrival on campus, some students, in particular
Communication and Media Studies majors, had high expectations.
“Tm just excited to meet them,” said senior Emily Pepe. “I do watch their show
[which is simulcast on the ESPN collection of networks]; so, let’s see how they got
started, what their favorite part of the show is. I myself have taken a radio class here
at Sacred Heart University, so I know how it works. But, I can’t wait to get to hear it
from the professionals of the business themselyes.”
And, Mike and Mike, as they are affectionately known, delivered, displaying their

infectious chemistry and contrasting styles that have made them industry stalwarts.
“I thought they were very funny,” said Mark Adzigian, Senior Associate
AD-Operations at Sacred Heart. “You can tell that they have done this a lot before
together. You can see that they get along very well and they seem like genuine guys. It
was very funny and I found it to be excellent.”
During the lecture, Mike and Mike discussed the business of sports talk radio,
their personal lives, and urged members of the crowd to ask questions - to which they
answered each one.
“They are extremely approachable,” said sophomore Zulley Albrez. “They’re
really open with letting us know what’s going on and about their families and I really
enjoyed the conversations that they had with us.”
While on stage, it was easy to see that Mike and Mike have fun with what they
do for a living. They playfully poked fun with each other and shared stories of experi
ences that come with the territory. They have been on “The Late Show with David
Letterman” 10 times, have gone shot-for-shot with the best in the PGA, and have met
a slew of different people along their journey — including the President of the United
States.
“Mike and Mike were both very jjersonal, down to earth, [and] wanting to know
about us,” said senior Annemarie A’Heam. “[They] didn’t just want to talk about
sports, which I found to be more interesting and cool to listen to. Since I want to pur
sue sports broadcasting, I think it’s great that Sacred Heart University got Mike and
Mike to come here and talk to all of us. T^ey definitely gave me a good insight about
the business.”
'
Mike and Mike have also used their popularity to give back. They are active in
The V Foundation for Cancer Research, which has raised over $100 million since
1993.
But, for Mike and Mike, success is not rooted in gimmicks or personas, a refresh
ing break in this cutthroat industry.
“What you see is what you get,” said Golic. “Always be yourself in this business.”
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